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The Lumber Industry on Penobscot Waters
By OSCAR S. SMITH

The Head-Waters Territory
HE movement of settlers up
the Penobscot River above
Old Town appears to have
been a rather sudden thing. For a
period covering nearly half a cen
tury, the bay and river country up
as far as Old Town was rapidly
settling; and the lumber industry
developed through the towns as the
chief money producing enterprise.
The disappearance of the big white
pine, however, made necessary a
new move and the move was in the
direction of up-river. At the same
time, for some unknown reason, new
settlers from the western and south
ern part of the State and even from
New Hampshire and Massachusetts
began coming and they pushed on
up the river to the unsettled town
ships above. Why they left their
comparatively comfortable homes
in the older parts of the state and
pushed on into this wild and un
settled land cannot today be an
swered except to say that restless
spirit of adventure was upon them
and drove them on into the unknown.
Sometimes they came with their
families, sometimes the men pre
ceded'the women and children by a
year or two. The following is a
brief reference to one of those ad
ventures which, brief as it is, takes
us back to that far off day and the
hardships attendant upon such ad
ventures: “For want of a carriage
road they started on foot, Mr.
Towne carrying the child, thirteen
months old, in his arms, and he and
his wife, the indispensable outfit, as

T

THE vast resources of
timber on the Penob
scot River and tributaries
constitute a source of
wealth of first importance
to the State. The prob
lem of getting this timber
to mill demanded men
of the most hardy sort
and in process of time
created a type peculiar
to the region—the Penob
scot River lumberman.

best they could........ Arriving at
Charleston, he hired a horse for the
completion of the journey, upon
which Mrs. Towne rode with a part
of the outfit, tho the road was so
rough that Mr. Towne had to
carry the baby in his arms most of
the way. There was no road, no
bridges over the streams and swamps,
only a spotted line to mark their
toilsome way. Dark clouds deepened
the gloom of the forest. About mid
day a damp, fleecy snow began to
fall and make the progress more
slow and wearisome. Mrs. Towne
used to relate that for the last eight
miles she was so weary and utterly
despondent that she was as willing
to die as to live.........No female
associates, no roads, no mills, no

stores, no physician near. No wonder
she wept as she looked upon her
future home!”
Beginning with 1815 or 1816 they
came in large numbers and pushed
on into that up-river territory; and
for ten or a dozen years the tide
kept rising.
Passadumkeag had
settlers as early as 1813, Howland
was settled by 1818, Lagrange 1820
or 1821, Enfield in 1819, the Birch
Stream Settlement, later Alton and
Argyle, 1818, Lincoln 1818, Matawamkeag and Winn 1818. For the
most part these early comers owned
land in the towns within which they
settled, before their arrival. Some
were former Revolutionary soldiers
who had received land grants from
Massachusetts in payment for claims
against the State, sometimes they
were men who had come into posses
sion of land thru inheritance, some
times they had bought out the claim
of some school or college that had
received grants from the State. They
were all interested in lumbering and
the sound of the saw-mill was heard
almost as soon as the dwelling was
erected. It appears that much
lumber was manufactured along
these waterways from the earliest
days, but by far the largest part of
the timber cut in these up-river
townships was floated down the river
to the mills at Stillwater, Old Town
and Orono.
The Penobscot River is unique
among the rivers of Maine. It is
made up of the East and West
Branches which unite to form the
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main river at Medway. While these
branches and their tributaries flow
together from widely separated lands
they really have their rise in small
lakes or ponds located only a short
distance apart in the northwestern

flow into the Penobscot
Lumbermen penetrated the wilder
ness of the East Branch earlier than
the West. The Mattawamkeag, Pas
sadumkeag and the Piscataquis were
all sending their contributions to

Ox-Railroad from North East Carry on Moosehead Lake to West Branch
part of the State. Farther down the
river the chief tributaries are the
Piscataquis, the Mattawamkeag and
the Passadumkeag. The West Branch
and the Piscataquis come into close
touch with the Kennebec River at
various points, while the EastBranch
and its waters come close to the
head waters of the St. John, the Allagash and the Aroostook Rivers. The
Mattawamkeag has its rise near the
headwaters of the St. Croix. So near
do these lakes and ponds lie to the
head waters of some other water-way
that one wonders why they happened
to form in the way in which they
flow today. The Penobscot and its
tributaries drain more than one-third
of the timber lands of the State
of Maine. An early writer reminds
us that the Penobscot which has
come to be the name of the entire
system was originally the name of
only a section of the main channel
from the head of tide-water to a
short distance above Old Town. The
white men found a tradition among
the Indians that the waters of this
great river were at one time con
nected with the waters of the St.
John, and there is reason to believe
that at no very distant date the
waters of Chamberlain Lake did

the mills at Old Town and Orono
by the time Maine became a state,
but the two main branches were
somewhat behind these owing main
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West Branches were penetrated
from Bangor by an up-river route.
At just what time the cutting of
logs began on the upper waters of
these tributaries is not now to be
determined with any certainty. By
1820 it must have been fairly well
under way, however. A survey of
the head waters in 1836 reports
numerous signs of the lumbermen
all thru the region. Mention is
made of the meadows where the
lumbermen cut and stacked hay in
summer for the use of their oxen in
winter, even clearings in the higher
grounds were made for the purpose
of producing hay. Thoreau, ten
years later, speaks repeatedly of the
burnt territory thru which he passed
in going up the West Branch to Mt.
Katahdin. Oxen must have been
used in the early days almost ex
clusively for the lumbering opera
tions. Thoreau speaks repeatedly
of the oxen which were used in lum
bering; he saw them pastured for
the summer far up on the West
Branch, and speaks of the construc
tion of the hovels for the oxen as if

Log Hauling—Process of Loading Logs
This old wood cut was produced about 1840

ly to the fact that they lay more
remote from the base of supplies.
The Piscataquis territory was settled
by men who went across country
from Bangor and Skowhegan while
the Mattawamkeag and East and

they constituted the entire team for
toting and hauling logs.
In the early days the method of
transporting supplies was on the
river. In the season of open water,
{Concluded on page 14}
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The University of Maine Forestry Camp
at Rainbow Lake
By D. B. DEMERITT, Instructor in Forestry, University of Maine

OME years ago the Department
of Forestry at the University of
Maine conducted a camp for its
senior students during the summer
months. For several seasons the
camp was located on the East
Branch near the mouth of Wassataquoik Stream. The practical ex
perience gained by the men at these
camps was very valuable to them
but at the same time it was not all
that could be desired. During the
summer months there is little or no
logging going on, so that the men
saw none of the actual logging take
place. The University did not see
fit to give the seniors college credit
for their summer .work and for this
reason as well as the other reason
cited before, the camp was dropped
for a time.
Realizing the value of practical
woods experience to young foresters,
Mr. F. A. Gilbert of the Great
Northern Paper Company kindly
offered to make the necessary ar
rangements with the University and
with the company for conducting a
camp during the winter months.
After considerable negotiation with
the University and the Department
of Forestry, it was decided to hold
the camp during the second half of
the fall term.

S

noon overtook the crowd at the
Rainbow Depot Camp, where they
took dinner for the first time in a
regular woods camp. After lunch

speed wagons and soon arrived at
the mouth of the Rainbow tote road
seven miles above the Grant Farm.
Then the fun began! The road

At the Grant Farm going in

Going into Rainbow
After taking the regular prescribed
course at the University during the
first half of the fall term, the fourteen
seniors found themselves on De
cember five in Greenville Junction
ready for the woods. After a very
agreeable dinner at the Piscataquis
Exchange, they were packed into
Reo speed wagons and taken to the
Grant Farm for the night. The
GrantFarm was inspected and found
to be a very good example of a
modern woods storehouse and head
quarters. On the following morning
the men once more embarked on

Going in Over the Tote Road

was quite muddy, or at least some
of the boys thought so before they
had gone far. Packs were shouldered
and the tramp for camp begun, but

they started again for Rainbow Lake
and early in the afternoon beheld
three very completely equipped
camps waiting for them near the

Exchange of ideas solves hard problems
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foot of the Lake, across the cove
from the Rainbow Lake Sporting
Camps.

The Foresters’ Camp
The camps were built during the
fall and consisted of an office, men’s
camp and cook shack. They were

fourteen seniors under the super
vision of the writer and Prof. C. W.
L. Chapman, of the Department of
Forestry, and one of the best woods
cooks that ever swung a rolling pin,
in the person of Tommy English,
known from the North Branch to
Bangor. Even on the first night in
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wangan stored in the proper places
and getting acquainted with the
immediate surroundings. On the
following day in camp, work was
begun in earnest, and the first thing
to take up the attention of the crew
was the getting in of firewood.
Accordingly, half the crew was set
to cutting wood and the other half
started surveying practice.

Incidents of Camp Life

Men’s Camp and Cook Shack

built of boards which were nailed
together in sections before being put
in place. The sections were built in
such a manner that any section made
for the wall would fit at any point
on the wall and the same with the
roof sections.
The outside was
covered with heavy roofing and this
was held in place by four inch
weather boards. The advantage of
these camps is very evident. Since
the forestry camp will be in a dif
ferent place each year, some easy
and cheap way of taking them down
and putting them up again had to
be found. The camps can all be
taken down in a comparatively
short time and put up on short
notice, as well.
The location of the camp was
exceptionally good. Situated on a
bluff at the foot of the lake, the men
were treated each morning to a
wonderful view of colors of all de
scriptions when the sun rose over
Mt. Katahdin, and at night, the sun
set colors were very effectively re
flected from the same eminence.
The camp personnel consisted of

camp the men agreed that the feed
was as good as the Bangor House and
one of the contractors later named
our outfit the Bangor House on

Everthing went along smoothly
for a while until one day a French
man ran up the tote road and an
nounced that a man had shot him
self nearby. Part of the men rushed
down the road and carried blankets
to bring the dead man back. When
we reached the scene of the acci
dental shooting the man was sitting
in the middle of the road with a pool
of blood alongside, and surrounded
by a crowd of gesticulating French
men. A stretcher was quickly im
provised and the man carried into
camp. In the meantime the cook
was heating water and telephone
calls were being made for a doctor,
but we soon discovered that we had
a near doctor in camp. “Doc” Sha
piro got out his tools and dressed
the wound which proved to be only

The Office
account of the excellent food put
out at all times.
The first afternoon in camp was
spent in getting equipment and

slight but painful, removed the bullet
and dressed the wound made by
removing the bullet.
Another
stretcher was made and the wounded

The best fire doesn’t flare up the soonest--George Eliot
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man carried to the depot camp
where he was left in the care of the
clerk. One incident of the shooting
which made a deep impression on
some of the men was the fact that
some whiskey which appeared from
nowhere was offered to the wounded
man as a stimulant and he refused
to drink.
The work went on again peacably
until at Christmas time when an
opportunity to climb Mt. Katahdin
was offered. Only six of the students
felt the call of the high places enough
to make the trip. The writer accom
panied them to York’s Camps on
Daicey Pond on the 23rd of Decem
ber and we stopped there all night.
On the following morning we started
up the mountain by way of the Hunt
Trail. The whole party was very
enthusiastic over the trip and espec
ially so over the wonderful panorama
which unfolds before the observer
at the top of the mountain. On the
following day the return trip was
made without any incident worth
noting, and suffice it to say that the
Christmas dinner was better enjoyed
than if the trip had not been made.

The Course of Instruction
The instruction given to the men
was classed under three heads, name
ly : Forest Management, Cruising and
Mapping, and Lumbering. These
terms are the ones used in the Uni
versity catalogue and their whole
significance will be explained later.
Under the head of Forest Manage
ment, which was given in connection
with Cruising and Mapping, there
was considerable work to do. First,
the town was blocked off into mile
squares following the old surveys.
On these block lines, stations were
set every quarter mile and in some
cases every eighth mile, to use later
in running cruise lines. In connec
tion with this work, the main tote
roads were traversed in order to
check the survey made on the
straight lines. Later a very complete
map was made from the notes taken
in the survey, in connection with
the notes taken when running cruise
lines. As soon as the man had had
several days practice in running

these surveys they were started
cruising.
The whole crew was
divided up into seven two-man
parties and each party was required
to cruise two square miles. As soon
as this part of the work was com
pleted, the men were given instruc
tion in methods of cruising other
than by running lines. In order to
get a check on the accuracy of
estimates made by eye and other
more or less crude methods, a 40acre plot was laid off, and each tree
calipered separately and the volume
computed. This instruction in cruis
ing was given in an attempt to
familiarize the students with several
good methods of estimating and at
the same time attain the best results.
The actual contents of the stand
were kept from the students and the
accuracy of their estimates could be
checked in this manner. No in
struments were used in cruising this
tract except as a check on the ac
curacy of the eye from time to time.
In this manner the students become
more familiar with the actual con
tents of standing trees than by any
other method, unless it be watching
a whole tree go thru a mill and ob
serving the amount of sawn lumber
which it contains.
After all the field work in cruising
and mapping and management was
completed, the men each made a
map of the town, showing all the
important features from the standpoint of forestry or logging, also a
map showing the location and
amount of timber on
the area. In addi
tion a lengthy re
port was required
from each man ex
plaining the various
types of forest
found onthetract,
recommendations
for logging,
camp location
and so on.
They were
also required
to predict the
growth of the
remainingfor-
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est for the next 40 years based
on growth measurements taken
in the field.
These reports were
the most satisfactory that have
been handed in to the Depart
ment for several years because
the men were more interested in
getting their maps and reports in
better condition, since they had real
timber to work on rather than
scrubby spruce and birch as found
in the vicinity of Orono.
In addition to the regular work
under management, the men were
instructed in inspection work as
carried on by the company, and after
the first two weeks in camp the
regular inspections usually made by
Great Northern employees were
carried on at the C. P. Murphy
operation. The importance of close
utilization was thus brought more
forcefully to their attention.
Under the head of Lumbering a
separate study was made. This con
sisted of a study of all logging
methods and equipment, including
camps, camp construction, costs,
accounting, falling, yarding, hauling,
scaling, and every phase of the opera
tion was studied in detail. When
hauling was begun in earnest, the
men were given several days practice
in scaling, checked either by the
instructor or by one of the company
scalers. The whole study of the
logging operation was reported on
by each student in a long report
covering all the details.
During the last two weeks in camp
most of the time was spent in map
making and report writing. The
excessive cold at that particular
time of year was not very conducive
to field work with a tally board or
transit and the time was well spent
on office work.
Camp was finally disbanded on
the last day of January, except that
a few of the more eager members of
the party departed late in the after
noon of the 30th unable to stand the
hibernation any longer. The same
procedure was followed going out
as coming in and luckily for all of
us it was a warm day so that the
40-mile truck ride was quite com
fortable.
(Concluded on page 11}
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July Fourth at Seboomook
Canoe Races, Rope Pull, Field Events
and Fireworks Feature of Celebration

Baseball ended the afternoon
events when North East Carry won
from Seboomook 12 to 8. The line
up was:
North East Carry

C. J. Sargent, p
Lester Coltat, c
E. Hayden, lb
Savoy, 2b
Chas. Hodgins, 3b
A. L. Kinney, rf
Jack Callahan, cf
Charles Kavanaugh, ss
A. F. Bridges, If
Umpires—Dr. Frank
McLeod.

S a result of the work and
foresight of a few workers a
worthy celebration of July
Fourth was held at Seboomook
which was enjoyed by a crowd of
people representing all points on
the west side of Moosehead Lake.
R.V. Canders, C. M. Brosnahan and
A. L. Mishio acting as a committee
of arrangements were assisted by
Mr. and Mrs. Hillyer and encour
aged by Dr. Frank Gilbert.
The event of the day was a sharply
contested canoe race from which
outsiders were barred. Jack Haselton won from Bill Harrington by a
narrow margin.

A

The three boxes of candy offered
as prizes for the potato race were
won by Alice Endall, Lena Shaw and
Mrs. F. A. Murphy. Mrs. William
Pelky and Mrs. Charles Twombly
were not rewarded for their efforts
in the contest.
The 100 yard dash was won by C.
J. Sargent, 1st, and F. A. Murphy,
2nd. A jack-knife was given the
winner.
Brosnahan, Harrington,
Hempstead, Johnson, L. Murphy,
Kinney, McFadden, Firiollo, Knight
“also ran.”
H. A. Hellyer and W. J. Stewart
were appointed captains for the rope
pull. Twelve men were selected for
each side. This event proved to be
a real tug of war between well
matched teams that pulled so evenly
that for some time the knot hovered
over the tape, then with a sudden
burst of energy Mr. Stewart’s team
dragged the Hellyer outfit off their
feet much to the enjoyment of the
spectators.
Much amusement was afforded
by the three-legged race which was
run off at such a lively pace that it
was easy to see that the contestants
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Dr. Frank Gilbert

were old timers at this event. F. A.
and L. N. Murphy took first place;
L. G. Coltat and J. L. Desmond
came in second; R. B. Johnson and
Harry Buy took third place.

Pipes were awarded as prizes for
the double canoe race which was
won by E. F. Hilton and Charles
McLeod from A. L. Mishio and
Harry Buy, who came in ahead of
William Johnson and George Sirois.
In the motor canoe race Charles
McLeod won the prize of a box of
cigars from William Duplissa.
The judge of events was Dr.
Frank Gilbert, whose enthusiasm
and executive ability made him an
ideal man for the office.

Seboomook

R. B. Johnson, p
F. H. K. Stait, c
F. A. Murphy, lb
J. L. Desmond, 2b
A. B. Willard, 3b
Fred Knight, rf
Arthur McFadden c
Louis Murphy, ss
Nicholas Firiollo, If
Gilbert and D. A.

After supper the long disputed
cribbage championship between Pitt
ston, Seboomook and Seboomook
Dam was decided by having one
team play. D. A. McLeod won
from William Harrington by a wide
margin.
The championship game of cro
quet was played with A. B. Williard
and C. M. Brosnahan winning from
F. A. Murphy and R. B. Canders.
The single canoe race between A.
L. Mishio and Charles McLeod was
won by the former.
Shortly after these last events
darkness settled in sufficiently for
the fireworks which brought the
Fourth of July celebration to a
fitting close.
The funds for the prizes, treats,
and fireworks were collected by the
committee who found all ready to
respond generously.
Mrs. J. O.
Ward well of Boston, a guest at the
North West Inn, demonstrated her
interest in Northerners by a sub
stantial donation. As the day pro
gressed the participants and spec
tators entered into the spirit of the
occasion so wholeheartedly that the
day will stand out as unique among
such celebrations.

While watching so many close
races a spectator recalled one of
Gene MacNeil’s stories. It seems
that the question of who had seen
the closest race was under discussion.
An Englishman told of having seen
{Concluded on 'page 10}
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Seboomook

Forty Mile

The Fourth of July celebration
is written up at length elsewhere
in this issue.
Among the dinner guests at the
boarding house for the Fourth were
Mr. and Mrs. A. McLeod, Miss
Crockett, and William Harrington.
Robert Canders, Jr., has been
visiting with his father at the
boarding house for two weeks.

John O’Brien, clerk, has been on
his vacation.
Preparations for the operation of
the sawmill at the dam have been
made. Already a boom of logs on
Dole Pond is waiting at the mill.
Mr. and Mrs. Lane attended the
fireworks at Seboomook July 4th.

Card of Thanks

At the commencement of St.
Mary’s College, Van Buren, certifi
cates of merit were won by Harold
Sargent and Louis Murphy. The
Michaud gold medal for bookkeeping
was won by Louis Murphy and also
the Marist Fathers medal for ex
cellence in junior class.
Harold
Sargent had a part in the three-act
comedy, Captain Racket. William
Sargent completed his first year of
study at the college.
Kathlyn Hilton has returned from
school in Waterville.
Kathleen Sargent is home for the
summer from the St. Joseph’s Con
vent, Deering.
Miss Marion Smith, who taught
the winter and spring terms of school
at Ripogenus Dam, has returned to
her home in Hampden after having
spent ten days visiting Mrs. A. G.
Hempstead.
At the patriotic pageant given in
the Town Hall Sunday evening,
June 29, parts were taken by the
following members of Northern fami
lies: Kathleen Sargent, Kathlyn
Hilton, Kenneth Sargent, Philip
Whitten, William Boutin, Audry
Hilton, Mary Hempstead, Leo Bou
tin. The decorations were in charge
of Mrs. A. Hilton and Mrs. W.
McClure.
Mrs. James Sargent visited Ban
gor for a few days at the end of June.

We wish to thank employees of
the Great Northern Paper Company
and Seboomook friends for their
kindness and sympathy in our be
reavement, and for the beautiful
flowers, symbols of friendship and
love.
Mr. Walter B. Twombly
Miss Florence M. Twombly
Mrs. Flora E. Stratton.
Monroe, Maine, June 30, 1924.

Pittston
Mr. C. M. Brosnahan made a trip
to the Boundary Cottage to deliver
a prize dog to Bill Harris.
Much inconvenience was caused
at the Farm House by the bursting
of the water main which necessitated
the carrying of all water used in the
house for a few days. Mr. A. B.
Murray of the Greenville shop re
paired the break.
Mrs. Harry Ordway has returned
from her vacation which was spent
with friends in Portland.
Mr. G. A. Gartley, who is doing
fire patrol duty on the Pittston,
Caucomgomac and Boundary Cot
tage roads, is making his head
quarters at the Farm House.
Mr. E. E. Brown, of the Purchasing
Department, Bangor Office, spent
the Fourth here with his family.

Rockwood
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Since her return she has been con
fined to her home with a cold.

Mrs. William McClure has as her
guests her daughter, Mrs. Ortly,
and son.
Miss Lottie Arey, who has been
with Mrs. Hempstead, has returned
to her home at Hampden Highlands.
A cottage has been renovated and
furnished for the use of Manager
Gilbert and his family during a part
of the summer.

Mr. John Morrison entertained
his friend, Mr. Brewster of Camden,
over the last week end of June.

Emile Herriot, familiarly known
as Joe, has returned from a trip to
Bangor where he had some dentistry
done.
Henry Marquie has his family at
Rockwood for the summer. Henrette
and Marguerite have returned from
the convent at Jackman.
Since
finishing two houses at Rockwood
Mr. Marquie has gone to the Blaire
farm with his crew of painters to
complete the buildings there.

Bangor Office
C. A. Smith and family motored
to New York in June.
Ira C. Beal has returned from his
vacation spent in and around Bangor.
Howard Simpson is back at work
again after spending his honeymoon
at Ronnoco Lodge, East Eddington.
John McVey—we have some news
about him—but we’ll put it in the
next issue.
G. E. Soper spent his vacation at
his home in Bar Harbor.
R. L. McNamara is back from
the Great White Way.
Milton LePage was at Long Pond,
his home, during the holidays.

GNPCO
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H. C. Kenney spent his vacation
around home.
Emile Binette journeyed to St.
Enedine, a small town outside of
Quebec City, to visit his mother
and sister.
I. W. Barker and family were in
the vicinity of Seboomook for two
weeks enjoying the fishing.

Greenville
The Machine Shop at the Junction
has closed. Mr. Pratt and some
clerks are completing their clerical
work. An office has been opened
near the gas tanks where J. H.
Murch holds forth.
A gang of seven men are at work
behind Mr. Pratt’s house at Green
ville preparing to make an open re
inforced concrete drain for the
stream that crosses the lot. It will
probably be necessary to raise the
house to fix the cellar so that it will
be free of water in the spring.
Mr. Henry Bartley is now in
Montreal. His friends will be glad
to hear of his improvement in health.
Mr. James Sargent, superinten
dent of road construction, has a
gang of twenty men working on the
Greenville end of the road. The
stretch of road in Greenville Town
is being graveled toward Lily Bay.
Five Holt tractors drawing Troy
gravel trailers are hauling the gravel
from the bank near the machine
shop at the Junction. Mr. Sargent
has more men working near Ripogenus.

Kineo Road Repairs
Carl Hagstrom is graveling the
roads around Seboomook and has
moved his camp from the Burbank
Storehouse to the old Elm Stream
Depot. Carl’s fleet of trucks has been
increased by the addition of a big
Mack. This truck is being given a
trial as the work has been done
altogether with White trucks in the
past.
Martin Cahill is doing the cooking
while Andy Boyle holds forth as
“cookee.” Andy was over at the
Rainbow fire recently.

Martin has gone down river for
a few days on business, and “Zip”
Savoy is relieving him in the cook
room.
Henry Dearborn, who is keeping
time for Carl’s outfit, thinks there
is nothing to compare with the soli
tude of the Maine woods. We notice
that Henry sleeps with an axe handy
to his bed since the bear broke into
the meat house.
Clarence Sargent has opened the
20 Mile and has a crew there work
ing on Socatean Bridge. The old
wooden structure is to be replaced
with a large, reinforced, concrete
bridge. The road was closed to all
traffic July 6 and according to the
present plans will be closed for about
three or four weeks. The new bridge
will be seventy-five feet long and
wide enough for cars to pass on it.
It will be thirty-five feet above the
bed of the stream.
A new road scraper, with a Fordson tractor for motive power, is
being tried out on the roads around
20 Mile. Alec Cominsky has been
driving it since it came up, but Hugh
Seavy is going to have it down at
Kineo if it proves a success.
Some of the boys at 20 Mile are
trying out for positions on Connie
Brosnahan’s baseball team, the Se
boomook All-Stars. Connie expects
to have a real fast aggregation be
fore the season is over.
Frank Serois has a crew at work
on the Seboomook cut-off clearing
up the old brush and fallen trees.
This work is making a vast improve
ment in the appearance of the road
and it also gives the motorist a
much clearer view of the road on
the turns. Frank’s crew is staying
at the 20 Mile.

Tomhegan Drive
Some very good records were made
by men throwing in four foot wood
by the cord on Tomhegan Drive.
Among those working by the cord,
James Morris and Jack Fahey
handled the most wood, each putting
in 318 cords in six days or an average
of 53 cords each a day. As this
wood was piled seven and eight tiers
deep along the bank of the stream
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the amount of wood handled by
them will be better realized by men
familiar with the pulp woods. If
each day’s work were in a single tier
four feet high the tier would be 424
feet long. Some of this wood was
from 25 to 40 feet from the stream.
Others throwing in wood by the
cord who did nearly as well were:
Charles Gilbert
Joe Landry
Emil Fortier
Ernest Fortier
George Moore
Louis Poulin
A. P. Faye
Joe Arsenault
Plilbert Cluture
Tom Murphy
Martin Begin
Adelard Buldoc

52 cords
105
”
105
”
105
”
108
”
60
”
179
”
64
”
64
”
149
”
122
”
153
”

1
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
5
3
3

1-3 clays

1-3
a

2-3
2-3

A modification of the well known
“horse dam” scheme was used to
flow 3000 cords off flat landings.
There were no logs available with
which to build these dams but inch
boards were used for covering with
very fair success. While not as
satisfactory as logs would have been
they served the purpose. The pres
sure they withstood was surprising.
It was necessary to raise the water
in the stream five feet to get it over
the banks of the stream. Where the
conditions were such as to allow of
setting the dam obliquely the boards
stood up under the pressure, but
where the dam had to be set squarely
or nearly so across the stream they
did not stand so well. However,
they were great labor savers as the
wood on these landings had been
piled from 12 to 18 tiers deep.

July 4th at Seboomook
(Continuedfrom page 8)

a race so close that it was won by
the horse with a pimple on his nose.
A Scotchman went one better when
he told of a yacht race so close that
it was won by the thickness of a
fresh coat of paint put on the morn
ing of the race. Whereupon the
Irishman announced that he had
seen many close races but of them
all he had never seen any so close
as the Scotch race.

GNPCO
Carelessness does more harm than want of knowledge—Franklin
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The Rainbow Fire
By R. H. ROBERTSON

HE fire that started on Rainbow and by pulling brush and old logs
Stream near Murphy Pond June out of the way so there is very little
first still smouldered on July first.for it to feed on they can keep it
The area burned over extends from crossing this so-called fire line.
from Chesuncook Pond on the north If there is time to grub a sort of
to Third Debsconeag Lake on the trench along the line so much the
south, a distance of nine miles, and better.
For such a big fire it is necessary
varies in width from a few rods, at
the south end, to three miles at the to have as many men as possible and
widest place. About 11,300 acres as quickly as possible to construct
this fire line. There were as many
in all.
As all of this area has been cut as 300 men making fire lines on Rain
over during recent years there has bow Town at one time. They were
been practically no merchantable rushed in from the Greenville shop,
timber destroyed, but the young the Grant Farm, the West Branch
growth,which was particularly prom Drive, and in fact from all directions.
ising on this area, has, of course, One crew of 40 men left Seboomook
in batteaux at eight o’clock in the
been killed.
This fire has been especially hard morning expecting to be on the fire
to control on account of the dry, hot that night but owing to low water
weather and high winds that have in the river they had to drag their
prevailed ever since it started. Rains batteaux most of the way and only
and heavy showers that visited other succeeded in reaching the mouth of
sections seemed to shun the fire area the Rainbow Road where they stayed
and what showers did hit it up to all night in the storehouse. Next
June 27 were followed by such morning they walked three miles
high wind that no benefit resulted. into the depot just at the break of
When the fire started to travel day. Breakfast was ready for them
with a high wind behind it no man at half-past three. They were on
or crew of men could stand in front the “line” shortly after four o’clock
of it. The fire swept over practically and certainly did a good job. At
the entire area in about four hours, another time a call for help was sent
on the worst day—June 6. On to the Grindstone Road construction
that day it crossed Rainbow Lake crew and they started 50 men for the
in a dozen different places, some scene of action on the evening train.
times jumping ahead as much as They stayed at Norcross that night
and were on the line before eight
two miles.
At such a time there is nothing to o’clock the next morning.
After the trail has been cut and
be done except to try and save dams,
camps and piled wood where water the spread of the fire checked, the
can be obtained.
Rainbow dam next thing is to widen the fire line
was saved in this way, and the camps by putting out the ground fire and
at the head of Nahmakanta Lake; burning stumps along the edge.
also the wood in landings on Rain Every man should carry an axe, a
bow Stream, of which less than a round pointed shovel and a bucket.
hundred cords was burned although With his axe he can cut down stumps
several thousand cords would un and trees with fire in the top, and
doubtedly have been destroyed had can cut into burning logs so he can
it not been for the good work of the get at the fire with water or gravel.
With his spade he can find gravel in
driving crew.
After such a day of fire, when the many places and in some places he
wind goes down and early the next can dig holes which will fill with
day before the wind comes up, a water for his pail. Good gravel,
crew of men can cut a trail in front packed tightly on a burning stump
of the fire, as close to it as possible, or over a small ground fire, around
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which a trench has been dug, is
almost as good as water.
But the best medicine for the fire
line is the portable fire pump. There
were five such pumps on this fire.
These little pumps and the two
cylinder, five horsepower, gas engine
that runs them, all mounted on a
board with handles, weigh only 75
pounds and can easily be carried by
two men. They will throw a twoinch stream of water through almost
a half mile of hose. The hose is in
fifty foot sections. One man can
carry two sections. One such outfit
with two thousand feet of hose was
moved by a small crew from Third
to Fifth Debsconeag Lake, set up
and started running in less than
three hours. These pumps require
quite a lot of water to keep them
running but it is surprising how
many places you can find water in
the woods. Lakes, streams and even
spring holes, although it is some
times necessary to blow out the
latter with dynamite and wait for
the hole to fill after pumping awhile.
It all started, no doubt, from a
match, cigarette, cigar or pipe ashes
carelessly dropped by some one
walking along the tote road.
THINK IT OVER.

Forestry Camp, Rainbow Lake
{Continuedfrom -page 7)

In Conclusion
Although this was the first camp
of its kind ever attempted and is
to my knowledge the only camp of
its kind conducted by any college
in this country, where college credit
is given during the college year for
field work when not in residence at
the college and although mistakes
were made this time, the camp as
a whole was very successful. It is
hoped that as the years go on each
camp will be a marked improvement
over the previous one, both in the
manner in which they are conducted
and the subject matter which is
given the men. Great credit is due
the manager of the Great Northern
for his very excellent assistance in
the work and also to the other mem
bers of the woods staff who made
our stay a very enjoyable one.

GNPCO
Success is ambition entirely surrounded by enthusiasm and endeavor
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COMMENT

Periodicals

Beginning with September The
Northern will be issued on or near
the first of each month. All com
munications should be mailed to the
Superintendent of Social Service, 6
State Street, Bangor, for the present.

The subscriptions of several maga
zine sets expired in July and in many
cases the list of subscriptions was
reduced. The basis for this reduc
tion was not the saving of money but
the fact that these particular maga
zines appeared to be used very little.
Where the loss of a magazine is felt
it may be restored to the list. The
Social Service Division has long
demonstrated its generosity in pro
viding reading material and its aim
is to give folks what they want to
read as far as possible. However,
some people do abuse the privileges
given them. Cases are known where
men grab their pet publication
before it reaches the reading rack
and keep it for personal use. They
need to be reminded that any person
wishing exclusive use of a magazine
should purchase a subscription. Such
an attitude as this is not pleasing
though it is not unheard of; “the
American Magazine, Success and the
Red Book are clerk’s property; the
Argosy, Short Story and Adventure
are ‘jills’ books; and the rest are for
whoever comes.” All magazines are
for general use. Let’s see the Ameri
can Magazine in the reading rack!

Field Day
The big event of the year is Field
Day, August 7. It will be held at
Lamoine Beach with all of its usual
features. The committee on ar
rangements has its hands full. You
can best show your willingness to
aid by notifying Mr. E. E. Brown,
Bangor office, whether you need
transportation or whether you have
transportation to offer other mem
bers.

Who’s Who in This Issue?
The articles that are signed are
all done by people recognized by
Northern readers. Mr. Robertson,
of the Bangor office is known to all
though this is his first article for us
to print. Professor Demeritt’s contri
bution is much appreciated; though
we all knew more or less about the
Forestry Camp on Rainbow Lake,
this account has given us a more
adequate idea of it. Mr. Smith’s
historical article has now gotten up
to our “Northern” waters, so to
speak, and in the next issue he will
take up the rise of the pulp wood
industry. John Morrison, head clerk
at Kineo storehouse, has given us an
admirable write-up of a woods in
cident that makes a good story. Let
us get more of that sort of thing.
The NORTHERN NEWS is the re
sult of work done by such men as
Leo Desmond, Connie Brosnahan,
Frank McCormack and Ira Barker,
who have done their part to make
our news worth while. To be sure
all points have not been covered
this time for which we are more
sorry than those people who have
been passed by for we don’t know
what has happened to them. Next
time we shall try to cover all points.
Let everybody help, this is a com
pany paper and so let it rightly
represent us all.

Shopping Bureau
Attention is called to the fact that
there is a shopping bureau in Bangor.
By writing to it one may have his
shopping done by an expert who
will follow directions as to the size,
number and description of the arti
cles wanted and have them sent C.
0. D. Where C. O. D. is not satis
factory the goods may be sent to
anyone furnishing adequate guar
antee of payment. No charge is
made for shopping. General infor
mation is furnished and errands done
such as arranging for patients at the
hospital, making appointments with
doctors, looking up references and
the like, for a maximum fee of fifty
cents. For such service write to:

Mrs. Helen C. Hathaway
Shopping Service, General Informa
tion, 39 Fourth Street, Bangor

GNPCO
Revenge should be eaten cold
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“I don’t see where we can put
this lecturer up for the night.”
“Don’t worry—he always brings
his own bunk.”
—Tiger.
Magistrate—“Can’t this case be
settled out of court?” Mulligan—
“That’s what we were trying to do,
your honor, when the police inter
fered.”
—Boston Transcript.

Agent—“When are you going to
pay for that electric washer I sold
you?”
Mrs. Slopay—“Pay for it? Why,
you said that in a short time it would
pay for itself.”
One day Mr. Smith brought a
business associate home with him
for the evening meal. During the
course of this event, Bobby Smith
paused and for a moment studied his
plate intently, then asked his mother
if the meat on his plate was mutton.
“No, that is roast beef, Bobby,”
she replied. “Why do you ask?”
“Because father said he was going
to bring a mutton-head home for
dinner with him this evening,” was
the unexpected response.
—Forbes Magazine.

A London taxi driver, putting on
a spurt to reach a railway station at
a certain time, ran down a cart, up
setting the contents.
A policeman, confronting the taxi
driver, demanded his name.
“Michael O’Brien,’’came the reply
“Indeed,” said the policeman,
“That’s my name, too, where do ye
come from?”
“Cork.”
“And so do I. Now just stand
there a moment while I go over and
charge this man with backing into
ye.”
—Indianapolis Guide Post.
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Mother—“Is daddy asleep?”
Betty—“Yes, mother—all except
his nose.”
—London Humorist.

It is rather flattering to ask dam
ages for the kind of affections that
can be alienated.
“Do you play golf?”
“No, but I can’t give it up.”
—London Mail.
Wife: “My dear, you’ve forgotten
that today is my birthday.”
Husband: “Er-listen, love.
1
know I forgot it, but there isn’t a
thing about you to remind me that
you are a day older than you were
a year ago.”

Man: “You’re an honest boy,
but the money I lost was a ten-dollar
note.”
Boy: “Yes, I know; I had it
changed so you could give me a
reward.”
—Kansas City Star.
To get his wealth he spent his health,
And then with might and main
He turned around and spent his
wealth
To get his health again.
“Stout people, they say, are rarely
guilty of meanness or crime.”
“Well, you see, it’s so difficult for
them to stoop to anything low.”

“Hello, the Club? Is my husband
there? Not there, you say? But
wait—I haven’t even told you my
name.”
“Say, lady! There ain’t nobody’s
husband here never!” was the dar
ky’s reply.
Said one darky to another: “When
I’m sick I always go to a specialist,
no general practitioners for me.”
Asks the other, “What is a spec
ialist?”
“A doctor who only treats one
kind of disease. For instance, when
my eyes are bad I want an optimist,
and when my feet hurt I go to a
pessimist.”
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A Case of Buck Fever
By JOHN N. MORRISON

UCK was not the possessor of
They had been gone but a few
a personality that endears one minutes when the report of a rifle
to his fellow companions. In his ownnotified us that they had reached
estimation he was an intellectual their objective. A subdued snicker
superman. It is not to be wondered broke forth from the boys who were
at that so superior-a-feeling person attempting to restrain themselves
should be the butt of many jokes, and then the hunters returned.
nor that his stubborn egoism formed “Buck” had a sour look, he glanced
an armor which caused many a well neither to the right nor the left but
meant suggestion to fall on barren went directly to his tent. He ap
peared for supper but when the meal
ground.
“Buck” had never been in the was finished he retired again to his
woods before and his chief ambition quarters and was not seen until
was to bag some of the larger game, dawn the next day. His companion
a deer, a bear, or a catamount, in could not contain his laughter, he
fact, anything that was larger than burst into a loud roar as soon as he
a chipmunk and travelled on four reached the camp.
legs. “Buck” was gullible as to the
“Did ‘Buck’ have the fever,” he
habits of wild animals and we took
was asked.
great delight in telling fabulous
yarns around the camp-fire at night
“Did he! He trembled, quavered,
of wild and vicious animals that ran quivered, shook, shivered, shuddered
at large in the woods we were in.
and stuttered all at once. We had
One afternoon our chief killed a just left camp when I told him to
large deer and having skinned and go ahead, because I felt sure we
quartered the animal he returned to would jump a deer at any time. He
camp, not a great distance away, had preceded me but a short distance
with the haunches of venison. when I saw the dummy. ‘Buck’
“Buck” had not yet returned to didn’t; I touched his shoulder and
camp and someone realized that pointed. ‘Buck’ saw and began to
this was an excellent opportunity shake and shiver. In a tremulous
for a joke on him. Three or four voice, he asked me if he should aim
of the boys, therefore, took the for the head or the heart.
The
chief’s trail back to the remains of muzzle of his gun was bobbing north,
the deer and finding it they arranged south, east and west as he fired. I
the hide and head to appear as near don’t think the bullet he fired has
ly life-like as possible and returned hit the earth yet.”
to camp.
“ I-I-I s-s-s-a-aw h-h-his e-e-ers
Shortly after their return to camp
wi-wi-wi-g-g-le,
I-I h-h-h-it him”
“Buck” and I arrived; “Buck” was
a levelman and I was unfortunate ‘Buck’ says, and dropping his gun,
enough to be his rodman. We had he rushed for the deer. He stumbled
no sooner reached our tent than he just as he reached the carcass and
was approached and told that deer he knocked the props from under
had been seen that afternoon but a the hide. When he got up all he
short distance from camp and that found was the head and skin.
one of the boys intended to start
“Good work, ‘Buckey’, you sure
immediately to try his luck and made a hit that trip; now we go back
wanted him to accompany him. to camp and tell the boys all about
“Buck” beamed with pleasure—he it’, I said. ‘Buck’ never cracked a
certainly would and at once! He smile but followed me right back
was given a rifle and he and his to camp.”
companion struck off through the
We had a good laugh at “Buck’s”
thick undergrowth in the direction
expense that night.
of the fabricated deer.

B
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Lumber Industry on Penobscot
(Continuedfrom page 4)

by bateau and in winter on the ice
by teams. The opening of roads

a long one and the progress was
necessarily slow. When the camping
place, in the midst of the winter’s
cutting, was reached, if no camp had
already been built, the first task was

Sourdnahunk on the West Branch
above Old Town made hauling by
land possible for some distance
above that town. The opening of
the upper country by the Military
road in 1829 advanced the interests
of the lumbermen in no inconsider
able measure. The railroad from
Bangor to Old Town and the line of
boats on the river from Old Town
to Mattawamkeag was an advance
that can hardly be appreciated at
this day; it brought a new era to the
settlers who were the lumbermen.
For many years, however, the line
of advance stood still at Matta
wamkeag. From that point the
supplies reaching the upper waters
of the river were either boated in
summer or toted by oxen in winter.
Until comparatively recent times,
the logging operations were carried
on in the winter—summer logging
is of recent years. In those days,
when the first winter snow-falls
came, the teams, oxen and sleds,
which were in readiness long in ad
vance, were started for the woods.
The sleds were piled high with the
winter’s supplies; stoves, cooking
outfit, bedding, clothing and food
supplies for three or four months
were all carried along. The trip was

the building of a camp for the men
and hovels to shelter the oxen. This
could usually be done in two or three
days at most. Men in that outfit
must of necessity be able to do
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by the term “Lumber Jack,” as
applied to men who cut and handle
the forest products. In the old days
of logging operations the “Lumber
Jack” was the man who lived next
door or on the next farm to you. The
lumber crew was made up of the
men and boys of a neighborhood or
family.
They farmed and hayed
in summer and cut and hauled
logs in winter.
They were the
founders of the families that make
up the present population of Maine.
Just why they are referred to as
“Lumber Jacks” or just what the
term means is not clear. Thoreau
makes comment on the dress of the
lumberman, particularly the “red
shirt” and owns up to his inability
to account for its universality. He
says it was everywhere worn and
remarks that the heavy woolen gar
ment was worn even in the hot days
of summer. The matter of clothing
is a question of some importance to
the lumberman. It is necessary that
it should protect against the severe
weather and yet be convenient to
work in. The present day lumber
camp provides tables for the men
which in variety of food compare

The Hunt Farm on the West Branch cleared in part about 1828
different things. To build and repair
sleds, to shoe the oxen and mend
chains, to doctor men and oxen,
were jobs all in the day. All these
things could be done and were done.
It is not clear just what is intended

well with the table of the average
citizen in town—if it is not better.
This can be done in these days when
transportation makes it possible;
but in the old days it could not be
done as it is today.

GNPCO
Be humble or you’ll stumble—D. L. Moody
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German Forestry’s Mistake
By O. M. PORTER

NTIL recently German forest in the total volume of pores as in
ry has been based on careful their size, with a resultant condition
unfavorable
for tree growth. Fine
mathematical computations pro

viding for certain definite fixed pores are water conductors, large
investments to yield certain definite pores, air conductors. These latter
periodical returns, in the way of are most important for bacterial,
thinnings and final cuttings from microsmic life. Recent experiments
plantations. Today German forest have shown that clear cutting has
practice is turning from artificial re reduced by two-thirds the air capaci
generation by planting to some form ty of forest soil and seriously dis
of natural seed regeration. German turbed its water permeability. For
forest ideas and ideals are passing esters, therefore, are coming to the
away in favor of a more natural conclusion that the soil of a forest
lives, breathes and undergoes con
forest practice.
Under the old regime, Saxony was tinuous changes.
German foresters made the mis
a leader in artificial reforestation.
Its foresters pointed with pride to take of considering soil quality as
their records of returns as high as something permanent, unaltered,
$10.00 per acre per annum from always “normal,” but these same
spruce plantations. Saxon forest forests do not grow in accord with
practice was based on maximum soil normal yield tables, that a tree does
expectation value, to be secured by not lead an individual life any more
plantations of spruce with short rota than a man, and that each tree in
tions, proper cutting series, early and the forest depends symbiotically on
frequent thinnings and adequate its associates and on the subsurface
transportation. Today, Saxon for life of the forest soil. It is this soil
estry is bankrupt. Its fine calcula life which the German foresters of
tions of forest finance, maximum today are endeavoring to husband,
soil expectation values, short rota and which their clear cutting systems
tions and early thinnings, with in the past have rendered well nigh
spruce given preference over all barren.
Briefly, the present German forest
other possible species—these fine
calculations have led to actual forest practices favor a mixture of species,
natural seed regeneration, avoidance
ruin.
German forest soil is sick. Two of clear fellings and rotations of not
forest generations of spruce have less than 100 years. The German
foresters are adopting a shelter wood
destroyed its fecundity.
German foresters of today are strip method of natural seed re
“soil foresters” rather than tree for generation in which the cuts proceed
esters. As a result, the new German from the north to the south with
scarcely more than a rod’s progress
forest practice is:
1. Abandoning established cut yearly. In addition to this, German
foresters are now experimenting
ting series.
with selectivity and races in their
2. Reducing by one-third the
forest stock.
sustained yields.
CONCLUSIONS: Now to apply
3. Increasing rotations.
this to American conditions. Ameri
4. Substituting pine, beech and
fir for pure spruce rotations because can foresters may learn from German
mistakes what is to be avoided gen
“spruce robs the soil.”
German foresters have found that erally, namely:
1. Clear cutting.
where the forest litter has been re
2. Destruction of debris and sur
moved and planted spruce has fol
lowed spruce, the productive capaci face litter.
3. Exposure to full overhead
ty of the soil has suffered. Its
porosity has changed, not so much light.

U
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4. Artificial cultivation of any
species beyond its natural habitat.
5. Pure plantations and short
rotations.
—Canadian Forest and Outdoors.

Northern News
{Continued from page 10)

Grant Farm
Mr. N. L. Hersey, superintendent
of Grant Farm, has returned from a
short visit down river.
Miss Annie Fox is relieving her
brother George on the switchboard
while he is on his vacation. We are
all glad to welcome Annie back
once more.
Our lineman, Ray Cripps, better
known as the “Miramichi Tiger,” is
back on the job again after a week’s
illness.
Michio, the lineman from Seboomook, was looking after the lines in
the absence of Cripps, but he man
aged to get across the lake in time
for the baseball games on the 4th.
Frank McCormack, clerk at the
Grant Farm, has returned from a
two weeks’ vacation. “Mack” says
Aroostook County looks better than
ever to him.
John Flynn has returned from a
trip to Boston and vicinity.
It is rumored that D. M. Pearson
is contemplating taking a corres
pondence course in telegraphy. Ask
Ede.
Quite a number of automobiles
passed through here to spend the
holidays up river over the 4th.
C. M. Buckley, fire patrol man on
this side of the Lake, is kept very
busy watching campers’ fires along
the road, but “Bucky” is always on
the job. It makes no difference to
him if his “Flivver” is right side up
or up side down, he makes his trips
just the same.
Mr. F. W. Covell is as usual all
the time on the job.
Mr. John Clark is acting as assist
ant clerk at the Grant Farm at
present.
We are in hopes to get a baseball
team started if we can round up
enough of the boys.
John O’Brien, clerk at the 40 Mile,
was here recently.

Good deeds ring clear through heaven like a bell—Dickens

Selfishness versus Service
APOLEON is the world’s greatest example

Canon Farrar used to say, “that a little child can under
stand it—so profound that all the wisdom of the world
of the Will-to-Power, perhaps without an
equal in his individual mastery over con
cannot exhaust it!” Jesus taught that all men are
ditions and over men.
children of one Heavenly Father, and that, therefore,
the natural condition of men is one of mutual helpful
It has been said of him that “he leaped the Medi
ness and of universal friendship. He conceived of the
terranean; he dashed across the desert; threw himself
race
as one human family. He refused to recognize
against the gate of the Orient, and its hinges, rusted
the
gulf
the leaders of his people had fixed between
by five hundred years of disuse, were shattered. He
Jew and Gentile or between the righteous and the
smote slothful Europe, and its medieval systems crum
wicked. That man is great, according to the Nazabled to dust. He infused armies, lawyers, artists,
rene
’s gospel, who has the strength to serve and the
builders, with the electric force of the revolution and,
patience
to suffer—one who conquers not the world
at his command, codes were formulated, arches and
but his own selfish heart and lives to bless his fellows.
bridges were built, roads were made and canals were
Jesus was the incarnation of the spirit that allays strife,
dug. The ruler of Italy at twenty-six, the despot of
changes animosity to
Egypt at twenty-eight,
friendship
—his was
the dictator of France
the spirit that helps
at thirty, the master
and heals. Jesus was
of Europe at thirty
the
Prince of Peace as
two,” and for twenty
The
night
has
a
thousand
eyes,
between
man and man,
years thereafter the
nation
and
nation, race
central figure and the
And the day but one,
and race. Jesus was
most dramatic of the
the Prince of Compas
Yet the light of the bright world dies
world’s history.
sion. He saw the mul
His dispatches are
With the dying sun.
titude poor and dis
filled with the words.
tressed and said, with
Success, Riches, Glory,
infinite
tenderness, “I
Fame—these were the
The mind has a thousand eyes,
have compassion on
talismanic words of
the multitude.” Jesus
Napoleon, and yet
And the heart but one,
was the Prince of For
there is in all the tragic
giveness
and taught
story of man no sadder
Yet the light of a whole life dies
the
deadliness
of hate
failure. Even in the
to the one who hates.
When its love is done.
days of his power, he
Jesus was the Prince of
was called “The Great
—
Francis
W.
Bourdillon
Love and, because of
Unloved.” Though
this,
as a great Frenchmaster of the world,
man has said, the
save only one little is
“arch-seducer of souls. ’ ’
land lying off in the fog
His
royal proclamation
of the North Atlantic—
was, “Come unto me and I will give you rest.” His
that wart on the nose of Europe,” as he persisted in
last benediction was, “Peace I leave with you, my
calling England—though master of the world, yet of
peace I give unto you.”
him his friend could only affirm: “Napolean, grand,
Napoleon, on the other hand, was the Prince of War,
gloomy and peculiar, sits upon his throne a sceptered
hermit, wrapped in the solitude of his own ambition.”
the incarnation of its spirit, an exemplar of its cruelty—
Made dizzy by his own power, drunken with his own
he was the Prince of Destructive Energy, of devastat
success, he attempts to stride the world like a Colossus.
ing force. His empire was budded upon the sorrows
And in an evil hour, more by his own failure than
of his fellowmen and cemented by their blood and tears.
through the strength of his foes, he falters and fails,
He was the Prince of Hate and sowed the seeds of
as power always does and always will, for it is certain,
lasting hate and bitterness. And, lastly, he was the
sooner or later, to encounter a greater power or perish
Prince of Unrelieved Despair, “The Great Unloved,”
through internal dissension and corruption.
therefore most miserable.
Now turn for a moment to the Man of Galilee.
—William Day Simonds
What is the heart of his philosophy—“so simple,” as
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